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OFFICE OF THE

INFORMATION & PRIVACY

COMMISSIONER

for

Prince Edward Island

Order No. 08 - 002

Re: Eastern School District

Prince Edward Island Acting Information and Privacy Commissioner

Judith M. Haldemann

July 11, 2008

I.  BACKGROUND

This is in respect of a request for a full fee waiver by an applicant for access to information.

The review arises out of two requests to access information submitted by an applicant

(“Applicant”) under subsection 60(1) of the Freedom of Information and Protection of

Privacy Act (“FOIPP Act”) , the second one being supplemental to the first.  The first

request, a letter dated April 20, 2007, and received by the Eastern School District (“Public

Body”) on April 24, 2007, includes information that has been broken down into 81
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categories, each requesting any and all emails from various persons regarding the Applicant’s

employment with the Public Body.  Three of the categories are extended to include faxes,

correspondence, minutes, notes, telephone records and recordings.  The Applicant concludes

with a request for answers to four specific questions, and access to any emails or other type

of correspondence regarding those questions.  By letter dated May 3, 2007, the Public Body

requested clarification from the Applicant on the time span of the records at issue, and the

Applicant confirmed, by letter dated May 16, 2007, that the records at issue cover the period

of March 1, 2005, to April 20, 2007.

After a preliminary search, the Public Body verbally advised the Applicant of the progress

of the request on June 5, 2007, and confirmed the advice in writing by letter dated June 7,

2007.  The Public Body, in that letter, enclosed an amended copy of the request with

notations beside each of the 81 categories indicating the records that would be disclosed,

those that would be withheld,  those that would be partially withheld and indicating which

sections of the FOIPP Act the Public Body would be relying on.

The Applicant thought that the verbal advice provided him by the Public Body on June 5,

2007, represented a decision of the Public Body, and the Applicant submitted a request for

review to this office by fax on June 5, 2007.  By letters dated June 22, 2007, this office

advised both the Applicant and the Public Body of the misunderstanding, and informed the

parties that the review could not proceed until the Public Body completes the access request.

The Public Body was also provided with procedural recommendations by this office in an

effort to avoid future confusion.  On July 3, 2007, this office received a response from the

Public Body dated June 29, 2007, enclosing a copy of the records at issue being disclosed and

partially disclosed, a copy of the Public Body’s decision letter to the Applicant dated June

28, 2007, in respect of the records, and a copy of a further letter to the Applicant dated June

28, 2007, advising that a photocopy fee was estimated at $63.00 for 252 pages of records at
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a cost of 25 cents per page.  Within the response, the Public Body informed the office of the

ongoing communication between the parties throughout the processing of the request, and

indicated its impression that the Applicant appeared to be in agreement with the

photocopying fee.

By letter dated July 16, 2007, to the Public Body and copied to this office,  the Applicant

requested a fee waiver pursuant to subsection 76(4) of the FOIPP Act, relying on both clause

(a) financial hardship and clause (b) public interest.  Also included in this letter is a

supplementary request for access to all emails, correspondence, faxes, telephone logs and

messages and handwritten notes regarding transportation complaints against the Eastern

School District.

On October 15, 2007, the Applicant submitted to this office a request for review of the Public

Body’s decision to deny the Applicant’s fee waiver request.  Two attachments accompany

this letter: (i) correspondence from the Applicant to the Public Body dated October 2, 2007,

again requesting a fee waiver and including a further request for additional documents; and

(ii) a letter from the Public Body to the Applicant dated October 11, 2007, acknowledging

that no response was received from the Applicant to the Public Body’s letter of August 28,

2007, regarding the fee of $63.00, and advising that the Applicant had 30 days to respond

before the request for the records would be abandoned.  It was noted that on October 12,

2008, the Applicant resubmitted the fee waiver request of October 2, 2007, to the Public

Body.  A copy of the Public Body’s letter to the Applicant of August 28, 2007, denying the

fee waiver request, was not provided to this office until the Applicant provided a copy on

October 24, 2007.

On October 31, 2007, by letter to the Applicant, this office confirmed receipt of the

Applicant’s request for review of the refusal to waive the fee.  A letter was also directed by
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this office to the Public Body on October 31, 2007, requesting copies of all related

documentation to the access request, including the fee estimate, and noting that copies of the

records at issue had previously been supplied to this office by the Public Body on July 29,

2007.  The mounting confusion apparent with this access request between both parties was

brought to the attention of the Public Body, as well as the fact that previous procedural

recommendations offered by this office to the Public Body went unheeded.  On November

16, 2007, the Public Body hand delivered the requested documentation to this office and

provided a cover letter dated November 15, 2007, clarifying the history of the access request.

 By letter dated November 28, 2007, this office requested written submissions from the

Public Body to support its decision to deny the fee waiver, further explanation of how the

Public Body exercised its discretion in reaching its decision and answers to various related

questions for the Commissioner’s consideration.  On January 15, 2008, this office received

the requested submissions from the Public Body dated January 10, 2008, and on January 16,

2008, this office forwarded copies of the submissions to the Applicant, who was provided

with an opportunity to respond to them.

The Applicant provided response submissions dated February 29, 2008, accompanied by

evidence in support of his claim of financial hardship.  The Applicant  requested that this

evidence not be provided to the Public Body.  After the Public Body received a copy of the

appropriate portion of the Applicant’s response,  the Public Body sent its final reply dated

April 17, 2008, which was received by this office on April 22, 2008. 

II. RECORDS AT ISSUE

The records for which the Applicant requests a fee waiver include all documents and

correspondence in the custody and control of the Public Body between March 1, 2005, to

April 20, 2007, containing personal information of the Applicant and relating to all aspects
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of the Applicant’s employment with the Public Body.  The Applicant also seeks a fee waiver

for the records requested regarding transportation complaints made against the Public Body,

including all emails, correspondence, faxes, telephone logs and messages and handwritten

notes.

III. JURISDICTION

Under subsection 60(1) of the FOIPP Act, a person who makes a request to the head of a

public body for access to a record may ask the Commissioner to review any decision of the

head of the public body that relates to the request.  In this case, the Applicant, pursuant to

subsection 76(3.1), requested the Public Body waive the fee for access to the records.  The

Public Body, as required by subsection 76(4.1), notified the Applicant of his right to request

a review under Part IV of the FOIPP Act. [s. 60]  The Applicant then requested a review of

that refusal to waive the fee and contends that the entire fee should be waived because he

cannot afford payment of the fee.

Clause 66(3)(c) of the FOIPP Act gives the Commissioner the power to confirm or reduce

a fee, or order a refund in the appropriate circumstances.  This clause does not limit the

Commissioner’s power to ordering a public body to review its decision on fees.  This clause

includes the power of the Commissioner to review the fee estimate and the manner in which

the fees were calculated.  This interpretation of clause 66(3)(c) was determined by a previous

order of this office, Order 03-001.

IV.  PROCESS

In processing a review under subsection 76(4.1) of the FOIPP Act, the Commissioner must

determine whether a public body reasonably applied the provisions of the FOIPP Act in
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denying a fee waiver to an applicant and whether the public body has reasonably calculated

the fees.  The Commissioner must consider all information available in order to determine

whether the appropriate circumstances apply for a waiver or alteration of the fees charged

to an applicant.

V. BURDEN OF PROOF

The FOIPP Act does not indicate who bears the burden of proof when an applicant requests

a review of the refusal of a public body to waive all or part of a fee.  In Order 03-001, the

Commissioner found that the burden of proving the existence of the grounds enumerated in

clause 76(4)(a), financial hardship or other reason, lies with an applicant, who must present

information about his or her financial position, or enough information to allow the head of

a public body to make an informed and reasonable decision.  I am not dealing with clause

76(4)(b), because neither party dealt with public interest in their submissions.

The Applicant in this review has provided evidence of financial hardship in support of his

inability to afford the payment under clause 76(4)(a).  The Public Body made submissions

in support of its denial of a waiver of all of its fees.

VI. ISSUES AND SUBMISSIONS OF PARTIES

Issue 1 - Calculation of Fees

The first issue to be decided in this review is:

1.  Did the Public Body reasonably calculate the estimate of fees,

(a) in conformity with the regulations; and
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(b) as appropriate to the nature of the records (personal or public interest).

The Applicant contends that the requested records contain personal information of the

Applicant and that certain records contain information of public interest.  Neither party made

submissions related to public interest.

The Public Body submits that a fee waiver was verbally extended to the Applicant at the

outset of the first request and on numerous occasions thereafter, indicating that the only fee

would be a charge of 25 cents per page for photocopying the records.  The Public Body

provided copies of the notes taken by it regarding the several conversations between the

Public Body and the Applicant.  The Public Body describes the requests as vast in scope,

involving major amounts of time and effort.  Due to the nature of the requests, the Public

Body determined that it was impossible to estimate the amount of time it would take to

process them.  As a result, the Public Body did not prepare a written fee estimate before

providing the services.  The Public Body submits that the Applicant was pleased and

agreeable to this verbal arrangement, pointing out the substantial cost savings to the

Applicant in charging only the photocopying fees estimated at $63.00.  The Applicant

submits that the entire fee for providing the records should be waived.  Since the Public Body

agreed to charge only photocopying fees, there is no need to determine the nature of

particular records, as personal records may attract photocopying fees.

Issue 2 - Public Body’s Denial of a Full Fee Waiver

2.  Did the Public Body exercise its discretion reasonably in denying a full fee waiver to the

Applicant in light of the following:

(a) the Applicant’s inability to afford the payment of fees; and

(b) whether public interest is a relevant consideration in this case.
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The Applicant has submitted copies of various documents to me to support his position of

an inability to afford payment of the estimated fees.  I am satisfied that the Applicant does

suffer from significant financial hardship.

The Public Body submits that it did not request the Applicant to provide information

regarding personal finances to support his fee waiver request.  The Public Body did not feel

it was in a position to judge whether the Applicant was or was not able to pay.  The Public

Body confirmed that the Applicant did not provide it with any documentation to substantiate

the Applicant’s inability to pay.

The Public Body submitted reasons for denying the fee waiver request, as follows:  (i) the

Applicant seemed agreeable to the fee for copying; (ii) a substantial cost saving for the

Applicant had already occurred, as no fee was being charged for search and preparation time;

(iii) the Public Body has always charged a fee for similar record requests; (iv) the Applicant

had sent correspondence to the Public Body by registered mail as opposed to mailing by

regular post or personally delivering them; (v) the situation seemed similar to that found in

Order 07-004 of this office; and (vi) the Applicant never once alluded to the fact of his

financial hardship.

Although the Applicant included a reference to clause 76(4)(b) of the FOIPP Act (public

interest) as a factor to consider when deciding on a waiver of the fee estimate, the Applicant

failed to address the issue in his submissions and did not provide any substantiating evidence

in this regard.  The Public Body did not address public interest as an issue in its submissions.

VII. ANALYSIS AND FINDINGS 

The fee provisions of section 76 of the FOIPP Act are discretionary in nature; however, the
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section describes the process a public body must follow for estimating fees for access

requests.  Section 76 also specifies that the only fee that may be charged for providing

records containing personal information of an applicant is the cost of producing the copies.

Issue 1 - Calculation of Fees

Subsection 76(3) of the FOIPP Act requires that an applicant be provided with a fee estimate

by the public body before it provides the access service.  Although the public body must

provide the estimate before it actually searches and retrieves the record, a preliminary search

must be conducted by the public body in order to provide an informed estimate of fees.  The

Public Body in this review, however, did not provide a fee estimate, because it verbally

indicated to the Applicant that all search and preparation fees would be waived.  The Public

Body indicated to the Applicant that it would charge only photocopying fees for the records

being provided to the Applicant.  The permitted fees for photocopying are set out in Schedule

2 of the regulations.  In respect of the personal information of the Applicant, photocopying

fees are permitted under subsection 76(2) of the FOIPP Act.

Findings Regarding Issue 1 - Calculation of Fees

I find that the initial records requested are records containing the Applicant’s own personal

information within the meaning of clause 1(i) of the FOIPP Act.  These records may be

subject to the cost of producing the copies only.

I find that the supplementary request for three further categories of records do not fall within

the meaning of personal information under clause 1(i) of the FOIPP Act.  In the case of these

non-personal records requested by the Applicant, the Public Body exercised its discretion to

waive the part of the fees related to the location, retrieval, handling and preparation of the

records at issue.  It is not necessary to determine the nature of these non-personal records,
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because only photocopying fees are being applied to them by the Public Body.  I find that the

Public Body’s calculation of the fee estimate in respect to these non-personal records was

reasonable, because the Public Body limited its fees  to the cost of photocopying  the records.

Issue 2:  Public Body’s Denial of a Full Fee Waiver

Subsection 76(4) of the FOIPP Act gives the head of a public body the discretion to excuse

an applicant from paying all or part of a fee if, in the opinion of the head, the applicant

cannot afford the payment, or for any other reason it is appropriate to excuse payment, or if

the record relates to a matter of public interest, including the environment, or public health

or safety.

The two relevant considerations for a public body in deciding whether to grant a fee waiver

based on inability to pay are (i) whether the applicant supplied sufficient evidence of an

inability to pay and (ii) whether the applicant was provided the same records without charge

on a previous request.  Only the first consideration has any bearing on the issue at hand.

Subsection 76(4) of the FOIPP Act is discretionary, and does not bind a public body to waive

a fee upon the finding of financial hardship in itself.  Before exercising its discretion to

determine whether an applicant should be excused from paying all or part of the fee, the

public body must still consider all the circumstances, including the purpose of the FOIPP Act

as set out in section 2, and seek answers to the following questions:  

1. Has access been given to similar records at no cost?

2. Would waiver of the fee shift an unreasonable cost burden for responding from

the applicant to the public body?

3. Did the applicant cooperate or work constructively with the public body,

including narrowing or clarifying the access request where it was reasonable
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to do so?  Has the applicant unreasonably rejected a proposal by the public

body that would reduce the costs of responding to the access request? 

A public body must keep in mind that the applicant is not required to justify a need for the

records and that this is not a factor to be considered by the public body in respect of a fee

waiver. [Order 03-001]  The Public Body has not raised this as a factor in its decision.

Although the issue of public interest was initially raised by the Applicant, neither of the

parties addressed public interest as an issue in their submissions.  Since there are no

submissions on this issue, I have no reliable way of determining which records might have

fallen into that category.  However, this does not affect my overall decision, because I find

that it was reasonable for the Public Body to apply photocopying fees to these records, in

light of the fact that the Public Body did not charge any other fees for any of the records to

be provided to the Applicant.  Furthermore, a division of the records into personal

information or non-personal information is really a moot point since only the photocopying

fees are being charged by the Public Body.

Findings regarding Issue 2 - Public Body’s Denial of a Full Fee Waiver

The Applicant has demonstrated a difficult financial position and thus some inability to pay

the fees associated with the access request.  The Public Body’s decision to charge only

photocopying fees for all of the records was a response to this inability to pay argument of

the Applicant.  I have also considered the provisions of clause 66(3)(c) of the FOIPP Act and

whether I should reduce the fee to zero.  However, I find that the photocopying fee estimate

of $63.00 is, in the circumstances, a reasonable fee to be charged by the Public Body for the

number of records to be provided to the Applicant in this case.
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VIII. ORDER

My findings set out above are based on the submissions of the parties and my analysis of the

FOIPP Act.  In the result, I order the head of the Public Body to provide the Applicant with

the records requested after payment of the photocopying fee. 

In accordance with subsection 68(1.1) of the FOIPP Act, the head of the Public Body shall

not take any steps to comply with this order until the end of the period for bringing an

application for judicial review of the order under the Judicial Review Act.

  

                                                                            

Judith M. Haldemann

Acting Information and Privacy Commissioner
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